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UNDERSTANDING LITERATURE 

Definitions of Novel 

According to the dictionary a novel is 

 a fictional prose narrative of considerable length, typically having a plot that is unfolded by 

the actions, speech, and thoughts of the characters It has its origin in the medieval romance, 

which was a fantastic tale of love and adventure.  

 A novel is a long narrative in prose detailing the actions of the fictitious people  

More definitions 

 The novel is a worldwide cultural instrument which helped redefine  

 the time and space where we live 

 the way we speak and talk 

 the entertainment 

 Vivid record of history and incidents 

 Intense depiction of characters and emotions 

 Development of plot- explores characters in conflict to offer a greater 

understanding of human nature 

 Greater length allows for more than one conflict, climax, point of view and 

theme 

 50000 words or more 

 Many characters and deeper understanding of life or individuals 

A novel (from French nouvelle Italian novella, "new") is an extended, generally fictional narrative in 

prose. Until the 18th century the word referred specifically to short fictions of love and intrigue 

while earlier romances were epic-length works about love and adventure. During the 18th century 

the novel adopted features of the old romance and became one of the major literary genres.  

Different critics have defined the term ‘novel’ in their own ways. 

 To Meredith, it is a ‘summary of actual life’. It is a very effective medium for the portrayal 

of human thoughts and actions.  

 A popular American novelist F. Marian Crawford describes novel as ‘a pocket theatre’, 

because it contains within it, all the contents and elements of drama, without requiring to 

be staged before an audience. 

 It is more formally defined by W.E. Williams as ‘a long narrative in prose detailing the 

actions of fictitious people’. 
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 Henry Fielding, ‘the Father of English Novel’ calls it, a comic epic in prose. So, it is clear that 

the novel is a loose form of art. The novelist, in it, presents life that he sees, and lives or that 

he wishes to live. Therefore, it is never an easy task to write a novel. As Hudson says that it 

is a compound art, in which the literary element is organically bound up with the elements 

of stage, setting and historic interpretation. 

Thus the construction of the narrative, the plot, the way reality is created in the works of 

fiction, the fascination of the character study, and the use of language are usually discussed 

to show a novel's artistic merits. Most of these requirements were introduced in the 16th 

and 17th centuries, in order to give fiction a justification outside the field of factual history. 

Origins   

Thus, the ‘medieval romance’ is the origin of the modern novel. In Italy, stories in prose 

were called ‘Nouvella’ – means ‘a fresh story’ originally from Latin ‘Novellas’ the term was 

coined ‘novella’ – means ‘new things’ in Italy.  

 The dominant genre in world literature, the novel is a relatively young form of 

imaginative writing. Only about 250 years old in England and embattled from the start, its 

rise to pre-eminence has been striking. After sparse beginnings in 17th century England, 

novels grew greatly in production by the 18th century and in the 19th century it became the 

primary form of popular entertainment.  

 A significant number of extended fictional prose works predate the novel, and have been 

cited as its antecedents. While these anticipate the novel in form and, to some extent, in 

substance, the early European novelists were unaware of most of these works; instead they 

were influenced by novellas and verse epics. 

 Early works of extended fictional prose include the 6th /7th century Dasakumaracarita by 

Daṇḍin, the 7th century Kadambari by Banabhatta, the 11th century Tale of Genji by 

Murasaki Shikibu, the 12th century Hayy ibn Yaqdhan (or Philosophus Autodidactus, the 17th 

century Latin title) by Ibn Tufail, the 13th century Theologus Autodidactus by Ibn al-Nafis, 

and the 14th century Romance of the Three Kingdoms by Luo Guanzhong. 

 Murasaki Shikibu's Tale of Genji (1010) shows essentially all the qualities for which works 

such as Marie de La Fayette's La Princesse de Clèves (1678) have been praised: individuality 

of perception, an interest in character development and psychological observation. 

Urbanization and the spread of printed books in Song Dynasty China led to the evolution of 

oral storytelling into consciously fictional novels by the Ming dynasty. Parallel European 

developments did not occur for centuries, and awaited the time when the availability of 

paper allowed similar opportunities for composition and reception, allowingexplorations of 

individualistic subject matter. By contrast, Ibn Tufail's Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn al-Nafis' 

Theologus Autodidactus are works of didactic philosophy and theology rather than private 

reading pleasure in the style of popular Western novels. In this sense, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan 

would be considered an early example of a philosophical novel, while Theologus 

Autodidactus would be considered an early theological novel. Hayy ibn Yaqdhan is also likely 

to have influenced Daniel Defoe with its story of a human outcast surviving on an island.  
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 Western traditions of the modern novel reach back into the field of verse epics, though 

again not in an unbroken tradition. The Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh (1300–1000 BC), Indian 

epics such as the Ramayana (400 BCE and 200 CE) and Mahabharata (4th century BC) were 

as unknown in early modern Europe as the Anglo-Saxon epic of Beowulf. 

 Homer's Iliad and Odyssey (9th or 8th century BC), Virgil's Aeneid (29–19 BC) were read by 

Western scholars since the Middle Ages. At the beginning of the 18th century, modern 

French prose translations brought Homer to a wider public, who accepted them as 

forerunners of themodern novel. Ancient prose narratives included a didactic strand with 

Plato's dialogs, a satirical with Petronius' Satyricon and a heroic production with the 

romances of Heliodorus and Longus. 

 It is less easy to define the traditions of short fictions that led to the medieval novella. The 

Bible is filled with similes and stories to be interpreted. Fiction is, as Pierre Daniel Huet 

noted in his Traitté de l'origine des romans in 1670, a rather universal phenomenon, and at 

the same moment one that lacks a single cause. 

 The problem of roots is matched by a problem of branches: the inventions of paper and 

movabletype helped isolated genres come together into a single market of exchange and 

awareness. The first languages of this new market were Spanish, French, German, Dutch 

and English. The rise of the United States, Russia, Scandinavia and Latin America broadened 

the spectrum in the 19th century. A later wave of new literatures brought forth Asian and 

African novelists. The novel has become a global medium of national awareness, 

surrounded and encouraged in each country by a complex of literary criticism and literary 

awards. 

When & Where 

 1st half of 18th century in England 

 Prototypes of the novel date back to the Elizabethan literature  

 Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia 

 Aphra Behn’s Oronooko, or The Royal Slave (1688) 

 John Bunyan’s Pilgrim's Progress (1678) 

Why 

 The rise of the novel coincides  with the rise of the middle classes in Western Europe 

 Profound social and economic changes brought the novel into popular prominence  

 advances in the technology of printing 

  made written texts available to a growing population of readers  

 changes in modes of distribution and in literacy rates 
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  brought books and pamphlets to populations excluded from education 

working-class men and women of all classes  

 authors became free agents in the literary marketplace  

 dependent on popular sales for success and sustenance 

 reflecting the values of a middle-class readership 

Features 

 Realism and drama of individual consciousness has precedence over external drama  

 Focus on experience of the individual as subject matter 

 Exploration of individual consciousness and perception 

Realism 

 Synonymous with veracity (Unwillingness to tell lies) 

 Denial of fictionality  

 Particularity of description 

 "Photographic" attention to detail  (verisimilitude)  

 Rejection of fabulous imaginings and idealism of romances 

Subject matter 

 Significant choices in subject matter  

 Appearance of probability in character, setting, and event.  

 logical cause-and-effect sequencing  

 solidity of detail in order to achieve the reader's willing suspension of disbelief  

 Focus on middle-class protagonists  

Main Elements of the Novel 

 As we know, a novel is a story well-written. It means that a novel, like a play, has a plot, 

which means the arrangement of events or incidents in their causal relationship. 

 The events or actions, which are done by some men and women - such agents are known as 

characters.  

 Thirdly, the characters and their intentions through their conversation, which is the third 

element of a novel, is known as dialogue. 

 Fourth, the action takes place at a certain time and the character acts and suffers 

somewhere and at some time. 
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 The fifth element is the individual style of the writer.  

 Then comes the element of the philosophy of life of a novelist. It is very important feature 

and it is sometimes given explicitly and sometimes it is implied. Since the novelist expresses 

life from his point of view, his characters and situations become his mouthpieces. It is said 

that ‘a novel is microcosm, of which the author is the creator’. Thus, the elements of fiction 

are plot, character, dialogue, time and place of action, style and philosophy of life.  

Different Theories on Its Rise 

 The novel encompasses many different sub-genres 

 Different theories on its rise are... 

 Ian Watt, Formal Realism (1957)  

 Michael McKeon, Progressive Narrative (1987)  

 J. Paul Hunter, Specific Features of the novel (1990)  

Ian Watt - Formal Realism 

 Philosophical background – Descartes (French philosopher and mathematician; developed 

dualistic theory of mind and matter) and Locke (English philosopher who believed that all 

knowledge is derived from sensory experience), Individual apprehension of reality. - 

individualist, innovating reorientation  

 Rejection of traditional plots  

 Self-consciousness about innovation and novelty  

 Particularity. (individualisation characters detailed presentation of environment) 

 Specificity in setting (place, correlation of time)  

 Formal realism as convention. Air of total authenticity - confusion between fact and fiction.  

McKeon - Progressive Narrative 

 Categorial instability about how to tell the truth led to "rise of the novel" 

 Instability of social categories, how the external social order is related to the internal, moral 

state of its members 

 "What kind of authority is required of narrative to permit it to signify truth to its readers? 

What kind of social existence or behaviour signifies an individual's virtue to others?"  

 Novel can be understood as a cultural instrument designed to confront intellectual and 

social crisis  

Hunter, Before Novels 

 Contemporaneity  
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 Novels are stories of now or about events in a relevant past  

 Believability  

 Credibility and probability are essential qualities  

 Familiarity  

 Novels portray everyday existence and common people  

 Individualism, subjectivity  

 Novels show an intensified consciousness of selfhood 

 Object of identification  

 Readers of novels "identify" or "empathize" with the heroes and heroines of novels  

 Coherence and unity of design  

 Novels have guiding design  

 Inclusivity digressivenes, fragmentation  

Various kinds of Novels 

 Epistolary novel  

 Realistic novel  

 Philosophic novel  

 Epic novel  

 Experimental novel (meta-novel)  

 Bildungsroman  

 

Epistolary novel 

 Enjoyed its greatest popularity in England and France from the mid-1700s to the end of the 

century  

 Plot is advanced by letters or journal entries of one or more characters  

 Montesquieu in France Lettres persanes  

 Richardson's Pamela (1740)  

 the first example of the epistolary novel  

 the first mature novel to be written in English  

 Rousseau's La Nouvelle Héloïse (1761)  

 Laclos 1782 Les Liaisons dangereuses  

 Goethe  The Sorrows of Young Werther (1744) 
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 Foscolo Le ultime lettere di Jacopo Ortis (1802,)  

Realistic novel 

Robinson Crusoe (1719) 

 Regarded as the first novel in English  

 A fictional autobiography by a first person narrator 

 This device, presenting an account of supposedly factual events, is known as a "false 

document", and gives a realistic frame to the story 

 First of an endless series of novels in all world literatures up to modern times 

Philosophic satiric novel 

Gulliver’s Travels (1726) 

 A satire on human nature  

 A parody of the "travellers' tales" literary sub-genre  

 A philosophical novel 

 Almost unique in England 

 A satirical view of the state of European government, and of petty differences 

between religions 

 An inquiry into whether man is inherently corrupt or whether men are corrupted 

 A restatement of the older "ancients v. moderns" controversy 

 French equivalents 

 Voltaire’s Candide and Zadig  

 Montesquieu’s Lettres Persanes  

Epic novel 

Tom Jones (1749) 

 Comic romance rooted in the narrative conventions of romance and epic 

 Un-heroic hero - 'ordinary' person 

 Omniscient, meddling, third person narrator 

 Wide social range topics 

 Direct show and discussion of narrative devices 

 Paved the way for Charles Dickens, George Eliot, and William Thackeray  
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Experimental novel (meta-novel) 

Tristram Shandy 1759 

 One of the greatest comic novels in English 

 Rambling plot 

 Meddling and maddening third person narrator 

 Digressions as important as main plot  

 A forerunner for many modern narrative devices 

 stream of consciousness 

 self-reflection  

 modernist and postmodernist writing  

Buildungsroman 

 A German word for "novel of education" or "novel of formation", a novel which traces the 

spiritual, moral, psychological, or social development and growth of the main character from 

(usually) childhood to maturity.  

Features 

 The hero or heroine  leaves home for a real or metaphoric journey due to some form of loss 

or discontent  

 The process of maturity is long, arduous, and gradual 

 clashes between the protagonist's needs and desires and the views and judgments of 

social order. 

 In the end the spirit and values of the social order become manifest in the protagonist who 

 accommodates into society.  

 assesses his/her new place in that society 

Examples 

 The full bloom of Buildungsroman is in 19th century Eurean literature 

 Almost all 18th century English novels can be considered buildugsroman 

 Robinson Crusoe is certinly a good one 

 Pamela in anothe good example 

 All Jane Austen’s novels are buildungsroman 

  One of the best bildungroman is Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister 
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How to read a Novel 

 Point of view and narrative technique 

 While reading a novel first of all we must know about the point of view or narrative 

technique of the author. One useful way to approach a novel involves asking yourself as you read, 

"Who's telling the story?"  

1. It could be, like the narrator of Little Dorrit, some unidentified person or voice, who always 

uses the grammatical third person — “he,” “she,” “they”. 

2. It could be, a first-person narrative, like in Great Expectations, in which the identified 

speaker relates everything from his or her point of view. 

3. Sometimes the novel unfolds itself in an unusual hybrid manner, like in Bleak House, in 

which a character named Esther Summerson tells part of the story and  an all-knowing 

narrator tells the rest. 

4. Another approach could be “Stream of consciousness” like in Laurence Sterne's eighteenth-

century psychological novel Tristam Shandy. The narrative technique is usually associated 

with modernist novelists in the first part of the twentieth-century. 

5.  Stream of consciousness describes "the continuous flow of sense‐perceptions, 

thoughts, feelings, and memories in the human mind". It was introduced to the field of 

literary studies from that of psychology, as "a method of representing a blending of mental 

processes in fictional characters, usually in an unpunctuated or disjointed form of interior 

monologue." In literary criticism, stream of consciousness is a narrative mode that seeks to 

portray an individual's point of view by giving the written equivalent of the character's 

thought processes, either in a loose interior monologue, or in connection to his or her 

actions. In stream of consciousness, the speaker's thought processes are more often 

depicted as overheard in the mind or addressed to oneself. It is primarily a fictional device. 

 Once you've determined that the novel seems to be told by either a first- or third-person 

narrator, next decide if this narrator knows absolutely everything about the story and its 

characters or only some of the things we want and need to know. Is the narrator, in other 

words, an omniscient or a limited narrator? One characteristic of an omniscient narrator is that 

such a story-teller, unlike any human being who has ever lived, knows what's going on inside 

the mind of other people or at least other characters. 

 Readers almost always identify with the fictional character who relates stories in the first 

person, but can you tell whether this speaker is reliable or not? Most first-personal narrators 

are reliable, but a good many are not. Some, such as Swift's Gulliver, clearly do not represent 

the author's views and may even be the butt of satire or other forms of criticism.  

 Plot and narrative structure 

 Plot is what happens in a story, and structure is the order in which the novel presents the 

plot. Plot and structure converge almost completely in novels, like Trollope's, that start at the 

chronological beginning and progress to the end. In epics like The Iliad and novels like Absalom! 
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Absalom!, which begin in medias res and then use flashbacks to explain what is happening, plot and 

structure diverge a great deal. 

 Although it might seem easy to merge plot and structure completely, it is virtually 

impossible to do so, for even books that at first seem to start at the "very beginning," such as North 

and South and Great Expectations, often pause late in the action to provide what in cinema is 

termed "back-story." Such delayed exposition is particularly common in detective stories or 

narratives in which a mystery plays an important part. Every plot and every story has an end as well 

as a beginning. By and large the effect majorly depends on it.  

 In some novels, like those of Virginia Woolf, there seems to be total absence of structure. 

Here we’ll have to be very careful and sharp in order to understand the plot depicted in a scattered 

structure.  

 Setting 

 Where does the action take place? In reading a novel, one almost always learns pretty 

quickly in what place and time the story unfolds — in other words, where in time and space the 

story "is set."  

 Chronological setting: Setting a novel several decades earlier than the time of its writing 

and publication implies the background of the theme and that is why Thackeray placed 

Vanity Fair at the time of Waterloo and  Dickens placed Little Dorrit in a time when 

debtor's prisons still existed. How is setting a story three or four decades back different 

from setting it three or five centuries earlier? 

 Place: Although placement in time is obviously very important, many discussions of setting 

tend to focus on place and on those techniques, such as description and allusion to 

verifiable facts, that create setting. As you read a work of fiction consider if the author just 

informs us that the action happens in a specific real place like Manchester, a fictional 

one, or merely a general place like an industrial city in the north. Does the novel describe 

landscape, cities, and interiors in great detail? What does each approach imply about the 

writer's attitude toward reality or "the world"? What is the relation of a particular setting to 

a novel's main characters, and can you imagine them in a different setting. What happens in 

novels, such as Gaskell's North and South and Dickens's Great Expectations, when the 

protagonists appear in a new setting — and what does that appearance in a new setting 

have to do with "what the book is about"? 

 Characterization 

 When you think of it, one of the strangest things about fiction is that authors can 

make us react to a bunch of words as if they were a real person. These assemblages of 

language can make us laugh or cry, get us angry or indignant, and even occasionally treat 

them as more important to us than people we know. The various techniques that create this 

powerful illusion of a person make up what we call characterization. Here are some of the 

more important of these literary devices: 

 physical description — telling us what the character looks like  
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 dialogue — what the character says  

 physical actions — what the character does (particularly in relation to what he or she says or 

thinks.)  

 thoughts, or metal actions — the character's inner life, what the character thinks  

 judgment by others — what other characters say and think about this fictional person  

 the narrator's judgement — what narrator tells us about the character  

 the author's judgement — what the author thinks of the character  

 Theme vs. Subject  

 We frequently use the terms theme and subject interchangeably, but they should be 

distinguished as separate useful means of discussing works of fiction: subject is the general 

topic or topics the book implicitly discusses, such as, for example, "the condition of the 

working classes" or "the relations of manufacturers and mill workers." In contrast, theme is 

what the novel implies we should think about such subjects; it's what the book means.  

 North and South thus shows that factory workers in mid-Victorian England led harsh 

lives of deprivation and injustice and that following the assumptions of classical economics 

led factory owners to mistreat their workers and to consider them almost as a separate, 

lower species. You'll notice that using the word theme in this way also requires using the 

word that, as in "the subject of the work-in-question is nature," but "this work implies that 

nature is cruel." The use of that, in other words, makes one take a stand and state what one 

believes a text to mean.  

 


